Expropriate War Industries, Run Them Under Workers' Control

Time to Kick Out War Profiteers!

By GEORGE STERN

Hitler last week initiated his military might on two new European fronts.

Balkan Campaign May Cost Hitler Deadely; Stalin Will Not Fight For Jugoslav Ally

The Workers' Party

On The War Fronts

Hitler Forced To Open New Fronts

They Provided The Gas

Big Loophole Made In Excess Profits Tax Law

Congress Quietly Adopts Amendments To Tax Law To Relieve "War Baby" Industries From Paying Hundreds Of Millions in Excess Profits

Ford Workers Show Hunk Their Power

``Bold And Confident, Workers Stand Firm; Not So The Leaders"
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Four IBEW Men Framed
In Queens Strike Trial

Jury Of Businessmen Openly Show Bias As They Convict Local 3 Strike Leaders

By the Queens Correspondent
QUEENS, New York City—April 5—Four of the 16 men brought to trial here today for fighting the Triangle Conduit Cable strike were found guilty yesterday of assault, and were assessed $500 damages each on assault charges by the latest Queens jury to return a verdict. It brings to 15 the total number of assault convictions in Queens last week, and adds further to the list of labor leaders who have been convicted of assault during the past year.

The defendants in the case were Louis Board, of the Queens bureau of the Triangle Conduit Cable strike, and James Waldman, who was attending a meeting of the Strike Committee in Queens last week, and who was attending a meeting of the Strike Committee in Queens last week. Both defendants were ordered to pay $500 each in damages.

In the trial, the Queens jury did not appear to be influenced by other considerations. Both defendants were found guilty on all counts.

The trial was one of the most important of the past year, and the second case in which the Queens jury had returned a verdict. A similar case was tried last week, in which three defendants were found guilty of assault.

The trial was held in the Queens court, and was conducted by Judge F. P. W. F. F. for the 16th Judicial District. The trial was adjourned until tomorrow morning.

The defendants were represented by William Board of the Queens bureau of the Triangle Conduit Cable strike, and James Waldman, who was attending a meeting of the Strike Committee in Queens last week.
A copy of an article titled "A First Day of the Strike." The article is a report on the first day of a strike and discusses the actions taken by the striking workers. The report highlights the efforts of the strikers to make public the strike and includes details about the activities of the strikers on the first day. The text is written in a journalistic style, providing a chronological account of the events. The article is dated April 12, 1941, and is from the "The Militant," a publication focused on labor and socialist issues. The article mentions the strikers' struggles and efforts to gain recognition and improve working conditions. The text contains references to the strike's impact on the company and the broader labor movement. The article concludes with a call to support the strikers and highlights the importance of solidarity in the fight for workers' rights.
The Workers Shut Down Ford's River Rouge

A Simple But Effective Strategy Closed The Plant—And Kept It Closed

DETOUR, Mich., April 7—The immediate incident which precipitated the Ford strike was the discharge of eight union organizers. The first strike, at about 6:30 this morning, was over. All of the River Rouge plant was closed.

The NLRB vote was due. That meant that in about 60 days the union would be nr-....................

The eight men, the organizers, were at full strength, they marched directly from the company parking lot and reached them, however, they found the picket lines staked out on the main street by men who had been instructed by the Ford union policy department, who had been told to hold the plant, the workers didn't move materials to Ford for hours.

The Ford fortress was besieged. Obviously with 5,000 armed guards on the main streets leading into the Rouge, the workers couldn't do anything. They walked around from the company gates.

The Teamsters Union, AFL, had helped to organize the strike. The company, confronted with the strikers, confronted the workers and found the strike in progress.

The local union leaders who interpreted the strike as the victory, stepped directly from the plant, with pickets, with guards, armed with iron hoes, three thousand men who had captained picket lines, 500 men were now stationed at the Rouge.

The Ford plant resembled a city of fortresses. Roads were under guard. No structures of any kind surround the plant, everything underground. Everything is under control. Lead men who had captained picket lines were at full strength, they marched right back in and found the strike in progress.
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Histradut in Its 20th Year in Palestine

By JACK WEISS

Internationalists feel a bond with every group that has suffered or continues to suffer because it has a cause. Pains we bear are the pains of every group that has known such suffering.

We have not been surprised that the Palestine problem has been the subject of numerous hot discussions throughout the world. Diverse people, Jewish and non-Jewish, share our concern. There are many hot discussion in America, Europe and other countries. The Crusade for Justice, which was formed five years ago, is doing an important job to attract public attention to the Palestine question.

In the United States, the National Council of Churches of Christ in the United States and the American Jewish Congress are deeply concerned about the situation of the Jews in the Middle East and the world. The American Jewish Congress is a powerful organization that works for the rights of the Jews in Israel and the rest of the world. The American Jewish Congress is one of the most important organizations in the world and has a significant influence in the United States.

In Europe, the European Council of Jewish Communities is a powerful organization that works for the rights of the Jews in Europe. The European Council of Jewish Communities is one of the most important organizations in Europe and has a significant influence in Europe.

In the Middle East, the Arab League is a powerful organization that works for the rights of the Arab countries. The Arab League is one of the most important organizations in the Middle East and has a significant influence in the Middle East.

In conclusion, the world is united in its concern for the Jews in Israel and the rest of the world. The world is united in its concern for the Jewish people. The world is united in its concern for the Palestine question. The world is united in its concern for the Jewish rights. The world is united in its concern for the peace in the Middle East. The world is united in its concern for the future of the Jewish people.
Stalin's Last Pact

The American Stalinist leaders are backing a strike that will not only benefit some war workers, but also serve to unite the working class. They will use the pretexts of worker conditions and social issues as weapons against the war. While the Stalinists may argue that a strike against Fascism is justified, it is important to understand that they are part of the same capitalist system and their actions are driven by their own interests.

The Ford Strike

The knowledge that clearly indicates the Ford workers' strike is necessary for the workers to unite against the capitalist system. The Ford workers cannot afford to let themselves be divided on the Ford strike. This strike is not just about Ford workers, but about all working people who are against the war.

By Albert Goldman